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Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds, and prayers and peace be upon the conciseness of speech Envoy Otte
mercy to sleep, and upon good pure, and his righteous companions, good guys, and after ...

Still Ttravd of determination, and the soul yearns to be given the flux of the Qur'an which is not aware of his
secrets, nor limit the treasures of his greatness does not run out of miracles, pledging all the colors of the
statement and clarification. This is the attitude of scientists and researchers to punish the ages and times, as
sought them to interpret the words of the book Al-Hakim and Trakiph, and a statement as Gamad them, and
stand on his secrets and signs Aajazh, analysis methods and detection Khvaya sense to derive legal rulings from
it, was and will devour the are (meaning) which is the very language of science, and the main function of
language, the strength of the semantics and the basis upon which to build, so the modern era were held in
various semantic theories, have made her the center of meaning, as well as it seeks to define what it is.

The varied fields of semantics, according to the diversity of the sciences of language related voice and
grammar and rhetoric, so they said significant voice, and significant morphological, and significance of
grammatical, and so on, and this detective linguistic Results purpose of access to meaning is determined, which
is the difficulty of the finest branches of linguistics and retake; Ansbabha to the study of
Meaning. Meaning, then, is the link or the link between semantics and linguistics on the one hand, and between
semantics and science of interpretation on the other. Envisaged by the scholars of
Linguists and Nhoyen and Blagaan and fundamentalists and interpreters to learn the secrets of this language;
language
Download Aziz. Was one of those unexplained Jalil least matter who was preceded by senior commentators, Abu
Saud Mohammed bin Mohammed Al Emadi (d. 982 AH), as it had a capacity of knowledgeable and brief him, did
not restrict his knowledge in a specific direction of trends in knowledge, and so it was able to undertake in the
various sciences that I found the time, was a judge and a fundamentalist, and explaining and speaking, has
shown that its effects left by, including the interpretation at hand, it's packed with issues of Semantic Search and
diversity, and from that was the subject of research (Semantic Search in guiding a healthy mind to the
advantages of the Qur'an] to my father Saud).

This research was built on the introduction and preface, three chapters, Mtheloh conclusion included the most
important findings of the research. In the introduction to the importance of the topic presented and the reason for
his choice. The boot came under the title (Abu-Soud and his approach and the concept of significance). Has been
made in Mbgesan, I spoke in the first two of (the author and interpreted), offered a profile about the life of Abu
Saud and his doctrine of jurisprudence, and the elderly, culture and prestige of scientific, and his works and his
death, and then put a closer interpretation and time-authored, and the reason for writing, and the methodology of
Abu Saud in the interpretation and its resources it. And dealt with in the second section of the boot (the concept
of significance to the ancient and modern, and the Abu Saud) attempt to bring the concept of significance to the
owner of this interpretation by showing some of the concepts Results have, namely, (the situation, and the
relationship between the signifier and the signified, and the elements of the triangle semantic).

The first chapter, it has allocated (b significant voice and morphological), and was in Mbgesan, dealt with in
the first two (significance voice), has included two parts; one significant voice steady, having examined the
replacement voice pointing out some of the concepts sound associated with the phenomenon of substitution
towards audio language from the silent and Saút, and section sound and Alfonim, then talked about the
replacement voice between Alsoamt and replace the audio between the vowels and the impact of this change in
meaning, and then touched upon the features of audio included (Naber and toning), I studied toning kind of detail
otherwise Naber, which limited the definition it; due to lack of exposure that Abu Saud him. The other division of
the significance of sound, it is meaningful voice is steady, has offered it for a sign suggestive of the votes of the
ancients, and the Abu Soud, and headed for the second topic to study (significant morphological), has been
made in two sections, singled out the first two (b indication of the names) which included three axes are:
derivatives of (name of an actor, and the form of exaggeration, and the name of the effect, likening the recipe),
and rotation in the formulas, and the significance of the crowd. The other part of this thesis Fajts (b semantics
acts), and confined to the Almazidh with the letter or two or three without the naked; referred to Abu Saud, and
his attention to the significance of this action.

And studied in Chapter II (significant language) came on four Detectives, take the first of which phenomena
(subscription verbal and contrast), and stop the second when the phenomenon (synonymy and differences
semantic) between words, while the third studied (concordance semantic) between the words and structures,
while the allocated topic the fourth study (semantic change), and discussed the three images of a semantic
change, which was the focus of attention of Abu Saud, the first semantic customization. Second, semantic
generalization. Third, the change in the area of significance; which the Abu Soud four forms, namely: (transition
from significant sensory to denote sensual again, and the transition from significant sensory to denote moral, and
the transition from significant moral to signify sensuality, and the transition from significant moral to denote moral
other .)

And discussed in Chapter III (grammatical significance), and four Detectives. Studied at the beginning: (letters
denote meanings), including: prepositions, and the characters sympathetic. The second was made for (single
sign), which included the definition and sign indefinite, and sign in to drop the word to express aspects of lifting,
fraud, or traction, and dealt with in the third section (indication of sentence), has touched Abu Saud into three
types:
(Nominal and actual, and police), and examined it also an indication of the change in the structure of sentence of
three symptoms are: (sign of the deletion, and the significance of the presentation and the delay, and the
significance of class and interface), have shown the position of Abu Saud of these changes in the wholesale
attempt detected by alert implications for Abu Saud, and was fourth in the topic (sign methods) included Dalalta
my style news, and construction of both types: Tlbe, and Tlbe. And included the first of them: the sign of
command method, and prohibitions, and the question, and the appeal, while it is not Tlbe encompassing a
significant way of exclamation, and the significance of style praise and slander, and the significance of
(perhaps). He touched on this topic is also my style to denote emphasis, and for being the palace of meanings
within the method of breaking news.
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